Pluralsight is the leading technology workforce development company that helps companies and teams build better products by developing critical skills, improving processes and gaining insights through data, and providing strategic skills consulting. Trusted by forward-thinking companies of every size in every industry, Pluralsight helps individuals and businesses transform with technology. Pluralsight Skills helps enterprises build technology skills at scale with expert-authored courses on today’s most important technologies, tools to align skill development with business objectives, virtual instructor-led training, hands-on labs, skill assessments and one-of-a-kind analytics. Flow complements Skills by providing engineering teams with actionable data and visibility into workflow patterns to accelerate the delivery of products and services.
PRODUCTS

Pluralsight’s technology skills platform gives leaders confidence their teams can deliver on critical objectives.

Pluralsight Skills empowers technology teams to keep up with the pace of change, put the right people on the right projects and boost productivity through expert courses, skill assessments and one-of-a-kind analytics. With Skills, leaders have visibility into what their employees are capable of and can effectively leverage their teams to deliver on their technology strategy. Skills empowers you to:

• Index tech skills across your organization with Skill IQ
• Upskill employees into modern tech roles with Role IQ
• Build fluid teams that meet objectives with skill analytics
• Instantly access the expertise of our network of 1,500+ authors
• Develop skills in record time with personalized course recommendations
• Overcome roadblocks with powerful strategy and onboarding services

Pluralsight Flow provides visibility into development processes by pulling data related to code commits, pull requests, tickets and more into actionable workflow reports. These metrics help teams optimize their processes, improve collaboration and remove bottlenecks. With Flow, you can:

• Get a fact-based view of effectiveness and performance
• Optimize commit, PR and ticket work patterns across multiple teams
• Improve knowledge sharing and better understand how teams work together
• Visualize how projects are progressing and identify blockers early on
• Communicate project health and engineering capability to leadership with consistent KPIs

With Skills and Flow, leaders can turn skills data and workflow data into operational improvement. It’s how forward-thinking companies of every size in every industry develop, measure and deploy critical skills at scale and deliver products faster.
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SOCIAL IMPACT

We believe technology has the power to create freedom, equality and opportunity around the globe. Pluralsight One is our commitment to serving a larger purpose by equipping nonprofits with the technology skills they need to drive significant, lasting social impact and in turn equipping those they support with access to high quality learning resources and the technology skills to chart their own futures and strengthen their communities.

Learn more at www.pluralsightone.org.